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Windows 7 Loader (W7 Ultimate Activation Tool) is now win7's best system activation tool, Windows 7 Loader can fully activate any version of windows7 system! Based on the principle of soft activation of OEM analog PCs, windows loader enables Win7 activation without brushing bios! Currently windows 7/vista/server system activation 2008 is supported
and x86 and x64 systems are supported. Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 FAT32, etc. Zol is available for free download by partitionmagic. --&gt; Page 6 FAT32, etc. Zol is available for free download by partitionmagic. - &gt; Top 7 Page 8 Page 9 91 Mobile Assistant Computer Version is a computer-side software that manages iPhone, iPad, Android phone,
Android pad and other smart devices from a computer, fully supporting smartphone operating systems like Apple and Android. Using 91 mobile phone assistant pc versions, via pc can easily manage smartphones, download a large number of mobile games, mobile apps, mobile music, mobile ringtones, mobile wallpapers, mobile themes, mobile movies and
other mobile applications, greatly saving mobile traffic. The 91 mobile computer version assistant also has one click transfer, mobile backup recovery, mobile call management, mobile SMS management, file management, mobile images, mobile screen and other mobile management functions, simple and easy to use. Bubble 91, Taobao app, easy to enjoy
smart life! 91 Mobile Phone Assistant Computer Version 91 Login Update 91 Mobile Assistant 6.10.17.16711, adaptive iOS142, photo management optimization 3, change part of bugPage 10 bao program computer version computer side computer android smartphone management software. The Bao app is committed to providing mobile security and
resource management to users and other aspects of a stop mobile service solutions. Zul is available for download in the BAO computer version. The iTunes 11 12 interface looks simpler and more beautiful (a full upgrade of the interface), while Apple has redesigned its mini player (users can see music content from previous and later songs), and the new
version of iTunes accommodates most of iCloud, with new search features that allow users to search throughout the iTunes library including music, movies and TV shows. Page 12 Ace Assistant is an Apple device management tool with brushing machine, jailbreak, data management, app game resources download in one; Ace Assistant easily manages
applications, photos, ringtones, music, contacts and other information on the device, backing up data, cleaning up the phone easily; Ace Assistant brushing machine jailbreak is done with one click, automatically matching firmware version, without the need for frustrating steps easy to implement; Offering Apple users with millions of real iPad apps, popular
games, Apple bells, HD background, high speed free download appIe ID, one click; And powerful Apple device troubleshooting features like anti-activation, power device reading in password, iPhone de activation, SHSH backup, etc., essential management tool for Apple players. Ace Assistant Login Update: Ace Assistant 7.98.10 Toolksted New Virtual
Location External Search Features New Support Jump Settings Wizard After Language View as Chinese Brush Jailbreak New Support for iOS 13 13 Ace Assistant Version V7.58 Main App Supports Resizing App Window and Max Window Repair Some Forms Backup Restore New Backup Viewer View WeChat Messages Feature Jailbreak Brush added 32-
bit iOS Device 8.4.1 Jailbreak Eth Assistant Version: V7.571, New 32-bit iOS 10.0 device to 10.3.3 Jailbreak 2, Fix Some Bug Ace Assistant Version: V7.56 -96.96 29MB Download Now 2017-12-29 Software Settings Main App Add option to display other original data cable spring window repair some iOS 11.2 or more unsymity connecting device backup
problem Backup Recovery Backup View Backup/Data Management SMS Support for Quick Search Toolbox New iTunes Feature Brusher Jailbreak Added 32-bit iOS Device 9.1 to 9.3.5 Jailbreak Ace Assistant 7.53 Main Program New HEIC Viewer and HEIC File Forum Settings Settings Photo Management Support New GIF Image Import and Export
Optimization Music Management Music Repair Manager Music Import Cover Errors Backup Viewer Adds Application Click Download Function Device Icon Management Icon Management Enhanced Recovery to Other Devices Features Brush Jailbreak Fix iOS 11.1 2 Device Can't Enable Eth Assistant Version: 7.52 Master Added Photo Management
Support for iPhone X Optimization HeIC Photo Import Features Ace Assistant Version: 7.52 7.39 Original New Support App for iPhone 8, iPhone 8 Plus Fix some bug brush jailbreak fix iPhone 6s/6s plus OTA upgrade to iOS 11 can't downc down to 10.3.3 problem ace assistant version : V7.37 Master's new Wi-Fi connection feature (turned on in software
settings) fixes some forms of data management optimizing data management, File Manager Toolkit Optimization Audio Changes Device Optimization Icon Manager Eth Assistant Version: V7.36 Optimization Center Download Fixes Some Bug Ace Assistant 7.35 Ms Program Tips Optimized for Personal Hot Spots Fix some Bug Ace Assistant V7.33 Master
Program Fixes Some Bug Brush Jailbreak Added 32-bit iOS 9.3.3.3 5. Jailbreak Device Data Management Optimization Some Details Ace Assistant V7.32 New Support for Some Dynamic Drag File Management Devices Export Fixes Some Forms Data Management Optimization Details Data Management Assistant Ace 7.31 Main Program Support New iOS
11 Activation Device Feature Fixes Some Bug BrushEr Jailbreak Optimization Function Tips Toolkbook New Audio Correction Feature New audio conversion time to adjust sampling rates, bit rates and channel functions, and support more file format backup/recovery optimization backup/recovery function quick data Ace Assistant 7.29 main program fixed
some bug device management optimized contacts, tokens hs , note management jailbreak brush optimized one click brush machine / handle brush ace assistant v7.26 main program new close to iOS system update makes feature optimization import and export file repair function some brush shapes Jailbreak Optimization Batch Brush Machine Features
New Choose Os Options According to iOS Ace Assistant Version: V7.25 Turn New Off System Update Features Tip Optimization Import and Export Files Fix some bug Brush Jailbreak Bulk Brush Optimization Features New Selection of OS Options by iOS Version : V7.23 Fixes some bug versions: v7.22 devices that support iOS 10.3 beta brush support iOS
10.0- 10.0- Jailbreak Device Add Firmware Open Location Button (One Click Brush, Professional Brusher) Software Connection Support Settings Turn On Two-Factor Authentication Apple ID Toolk utility Converts Audio Backup Tool Backup Backup New Viewer Backup Viewer Call Viewer Backup New Backup Viewer Bookmark Viewer Ace Viewer 7.21 Main
Program 1, Fix in Some Items, download iTunes failed problem Eth Assistant V7.20 Master 1, improved method of verification downloading the operating system; , SMS Backup Viewer's Ace Assistant 7.18 Update Master Description Added on Music Device, Ringtone, Videos, e-book search features fix some bug brush fix iPhone 4 data retention brush
failure 7 days Update Description Master Fix some bug photos optimized photo management ace assistant 7.16 update description master program fix some bug ace assistant v 7.15 update description master program added import window under file progress added personal real type program fixes multiple photo bugs Optimized Photo Streaming Backup
Manager, New Full Backup Recovery, Full Recovery Support for Added Classified Backup Apps, Classified Restore Support for New Backup Viewer Backup Program List Ace Assistant 7.12 Update Program Description Masters Fixed A Number of Bug Management Photos Optimization Photo Management Function Brush Machine Jailbreak Optimization
One Click Brush Machine Os De-pressure Process, Improved Success Rate Brush Ace Assistant 7.11 Update Description Program Original Added Training Center Stabilization Repair Multi-Bug Photo Management Optimization Photo Management Performance Video Management Optimized Video Management Performance Backup Optimize
backup/restore function online optimization function online listening 10 updates description data repair management in a small number of cases after data recovery calls garbled problem brush machine jailbreak support latest iOS10 brush, activation, device management support latest iPhone 7, 7 Plus Brush, Activation, Device Manager Ace Assistant V7.09
Update Description Backup Recovery Set Full Recovery Button Recovery to List Jailbreak Brush Optimization Data Brush Machine Performance, Improve The Success Rate Of Data Brush Ace Assistant V7.05 Repair program update minimizing system tray when there is no quick fixing error starting the main program sometimes stop working correcting the
necessary setup error pop-up waiting time window is 10 seconds repair point download center and each player window icon icon taskbar your window does not minimize the error fixing the side of the cell phone remove the alarm sometimes error fixing software default sorting error rust repair default sorting does not sort by the name of the top line error repair
video Click Split Width list not automatically compatible to error repair width Bug fixes in some cases export video files will fix two bug extensions refresh list when switching video programs and video system will appear minor error operations file management fixing large file progress indicates wrong error backup recovery repair removal classification backup
local backup file can still click on the next step to restore bug repair sorting backup alarm for a while after jumping to Directly to the successful error sorting backup music indicates the progress of the failed bug repair actually successful error ringing build repair in a certain game environment pin stuck error download center repair import and drag to file does
not limit the current type of file other than the format bug repair drag file to download will only be stuck can restart the program error repair mouse remove thumbnail Don't disappear error center repair settings during the download program prevents Apple ID network repair error connecting Thunderbolt module does not automatically pass Windows Firewall
blocks this app part of the feature e-windows error Ace Assistant 7.03 Update Description Photo Management Fix Keep refreshes gallery there will be blank problem ringtone production listen fix to a crash caused by a made ringtone Voice memo fix low version iOS device Export voice memo failure Issues Other fixes Some details Ace Assistant Version 7.02
Update Description Master Program Fixes Unstable BrushEs Solving Some Problems Crash Backup / Restore Advanced iTunes Backup Viewer File Support Type Ath Assistant Version V6.25 Update Date : 2016-08-031, repair part of brush crash bug; Ace Assistant version V6.23 Updated: 2016-07-22 Description: 1, support iOS 10 beta brush; 2, fix some
BUG. Essi Assistant Version 6.22 Updated: 2016-06-16 Supports all iOS 10 devices. Ace Assistant Version V6.21 Update Date: 2016-06-031, when connecting Apple ID in repair settings options, does not respond to bug; Ace Assistant Version: V6.20 Updated: 2016-05-241, Add iOS 9.3.2 Brush, Activate, Query SHSH, etc.; 3, repair can not query the
warranty information BUG; 4, repair part of the case repeatedly prompted to install apple-driven window BUG; 5, increase detection of mobile devices personal hot spot shared mobile network is turned on to prevent loss of traffic; 6, classified backup restore contacts, increase iCloud shutdown prompt. Ace Assistant Version: V5.621, fixes some bugs. 2,
professional brush machine to increase iPhone 6s/iPhone 6s plus brush, activation, SHSH query and the like. Ace Assistant Version: v5.611, Add iOS 9.1 6s , 6s Plus one-click brush machine can not guarantee data brush machine BUG. 2, repair some bugs. Ace Assistant Version: V5.551, Add iOS 9.01 Brush, Active, SHSH Query, and more. 2, compatible
with iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus. Ace Assistant Version: V 5.531, Add iOS 9.0 Brush, Active, SHSH Query, etc. 2, compatible with the latest iOS 9.0 3 device, to fix the problem of program list failure. Ace Assistant Version: V5.521, optimize device connection speed. 2, repair some bugs. Ace Assistant Version: V5.391, add a one-click activation when entering
the password account function. 2, increase downloads from behind the SHSH function. 3, optimize one-click smart brush machine, improve program stability. 4, repair iOS 9.0 beta4 read photo thumbnail failure. Ace Assistant: 2015-06-25 Version: V5.361, Add iOS 8.4-Beta4 Brush, Active, SHSH Query, etc. 2, increase iOS 9.0-Beta2 brush, activation, SHSH
query and the like. Ace Assistant: Version: V5.351, iOS 8.1.3 to 8.3 Jailbreak 2, Fix Some Bug Ace Assistant Version: V5.331, Add iOS 9-Beta1 Brush, Enable, SHSH Query and Other 2, Increase Super Backup, Super Recovery, Mobile Moving Function 3, Enhance Device Book Management Performance 4, Increase Proxy Server Set Function Ace Assistant
Version : 5.321, increase DFU mode and read device data recovery mode. 2, increase the import of photos to the performance camera video device. 3, increase the import of video files to the performance of the device. 4, increase battery life screen and other details 5, increase photo streaming album 6, enhance the performance of we chat management 7,
enhance the performance of photo compression from assistant version 5.2 Description: 1, Ace Assistant 5.2 Official Release 2, Increase iOS 8.3 (beta1) Beta Brush 3, Repair some other Bug Ace Assistant Version: v3.62 Release date: September 27 , 2014 Update Note: 1, Add iOS 8.0.2 Brush. 2, repair some other bugs. Ace Assistant Version: v3.53
Release Date: August 05, 2014 Updated note: 1, add iOS8.0_12A4345d (beta5) brush machine. 2, the remaining disk required space from 3GB to 5GB. Ace Assistant Version: v3.32 Update Note: 1, Add support for iOS 7.1.2 Brush, Active, SHSH query, back to SHSH. Ace Assistant Version: v3.31 Release date: June 26, 2014 Update description: 1, Repair
some models in the brushing process makes it possible to get random baseband BUG number. Ace Assistant Version: v3.29 Release Date: June 20, 2014 Updated note: 1, add iOS8.0_beta2 brusher. Ace Assistant Version: v3.28 Release date: June 12, 2014 Update Note: 1, Add iOS 8.0 Beta Brush Alert Firmware. 2, repairing on some users' computers
sometimes appears to be program crash problems. Ace Assistant Version: v3.27 Release date: June 10, 2014 Update Description: 1, Add iOS 8.0 Brush, Active, SHSH Backup Query, Firmware Download. Ace Assistant Version: v3.26 Release Date: May 05, 2014 Updated note: 1, add the home announcement page. Ace Assistant Version: v3.25 Release
Date: May 01, 2014 Note: 1, Add Restart Device and Turn Off Device features. 2, Apple turned off iOS 7.1 brush approval, a new version added reminder. Ace Ace Assistant Published: v3.22 Release date: March 25, 2014 Update Note: 1, Add support for user data preservation brush function. 2. Add the 6.1.6 brush version that supports the iPhone 3GS and
iPod Touch4. 3, repair some known shapes. Precautions to maintain user data brushes: 1). This brush method does not need to be reactivation after the brush is finished (if the original is not activated, it is still not enabled, but the main activation mode is maintained, there is no need to reactivation), so for devices that have Apple ID lock or Apple ID lock, the
situation is unknown, you can use this brush method. 2) This method does not have brushes after the user's data will not be lost, so when the device's software is lost (such as a white iPad, bad file system, power in, etc.), in order to not lose user data, you can use this method to store the device after exporting the data. 3. The device using this method is not
just to refresh the iOS system of brush bloating. 4) This method does not open the machine brush of the device's screen, it will not change the settings of the main system. 5) The original jailbreak device, using this method to brush the device after permission to escape from the prison will be lost. 6) This brush method is suitable for all iOS processors. 7) This
machine brush method can only brush the open approval version of Apple, generally the latest version. 8) This method requires that the original version of iOS should not be too low to ensure the success of all devices. Ace Assistant Version: v3.21 Release date: March 11, 2014 Update Note: 1, Add iOS 7.1 Brush Support, SHSH Backup, Activation, etc. Ace
Assistant Version: v3.20 Release Date: March 01, 2014 Update Note: 1, Resolve 3GS Fix Flashback Errors -110 and -404 Errors. 2, fix full backups, iOS 5.1.1 jailbreak, app installation and other crash problems. 3, fix apple computer using windows system does not connect on the device to detect the problem. 4, Increase activation when there is a fast
lockcode PIN. 5, repair some other bugs. Ace Assistant Version: v3.19 Release date: February 22, 2014 Updated note: 1, Add 7.0.6 Brush Firmware, Active, SHSH Query, SHSH Backup. 2, change the way the firmware page opens, in order to optimize the opening speed. 3, improved success rate 7.0.5, 7.0.6 jailbreak. 4, repair some other bugs. Ace
Assistant Version: v3.18 Release Date: February 20, 2014 Updated at: 1. Fixes an issue where some new factory devices cannot read the information. 2. Fix an issue that fails to flash when there is a lot of user data on the device. 3. Fix the issue where device information cannot be read when there is a lot of user data on the device. 4. Fix the issue that the
installed apps do not read when there is a lot of user data on the device. 5. Repair some other BUGs. Ace Assistant Version: v3.17 Release Date: February 19, 2014 Updated at: 1. Add 7.0.5 Brush Agent, enable, shsh query, return to SHSH. 2. Add the copy serial number and serial number function to the read device information interface. 3. Fix an issue
with device information that was read when the device had just started and the device's serial number and baseband versions were not displayed. 4. Fix apple incorrect lock status ID that was read when the device had just started. 5. Repair some other BUGs. Ace Assistant Version: v3.16 Released: January 25, 2014 Updated at: 1. 1. Added a jailbreak
device that does not have the afc2 plug-in installed fast. 3. Added to install appsync7 plugin. 4. Repair some other BUGs. Ace Assistant Version: v3.13 Release Date: January 14, 2014 Updated at: 1. Added iPad-Air and iPad Mini2 Brush, Activation, SHSH Backup and more features. 2. If your device is turned on find my iPhone, you will when you activate it.
3. Fix power problem in jailbreak failure for iOS 5.1.1 devices like iPhone and iPad. 4. Repair some small BUGs during iOS 6.1.3/7.0/7.0.x jailbreak. 5. Repair some other BUGs. Ace Assistant Version: Released v3.12: January 11, 2014 Updated at: 1. Add iPhone 3GS, iPhone 4 and other A4 devices 6.1.3 full jailbreak brush process. 2. Added 6.1.3-6.1.5 /
7.0-7.0.4 One click full jailbreak. 3. Add the ability to turn back the programs installed on your device to your local computer. 4. Added find my iPhone Reminder feature to prevent the device from turning on this feature without knowing apple ID and password, which prevents activation after brushing the device. 5. After backing up your contacts/full backup,
add the path where the backup is saved. 6. Improve software interface responsiveness and improve overall stability. 7. Fixed file management defeat favorite buttons. 8. The repair flash module has been optimized to greatly improve the success rate of repairs. 9. Fix some items where uninstalling apps is not complete. 10. Fix an issue that will take a long
time to install the program in bulk. 11. When you repair drag to a large number of program packages, you will wait a long time to respond to the problem. 12. Repair some other BUGs. 13. Added backup/restore lock lock screen password function to prevent backup/restore failure because the screen is not locked. Ace Assistant Version: v3.10 Release date:
November 15, 2013 Update Note: 1. Update support for iOS7.0.4 brush, activation, etc. 2. Repair some other BUGs. 3. Add settings to change the default download directory. 4. Add settings to use Thunderbolt download. Apple Assistant's Page 13 xy is a management software designed specifically for Apple phones. Apple Assistant xy supports iPhone, iPad,
i Touch and the like, which includes a large number of software, games and other resources for users to download and install. Download zol software provides you with apple xy download assistant. Top 14 QQ2020 latest official downloads, flash QQ, theme cover, dynamic weather, character display information and the like, new interface and feature design
let you enjoy a different QQ2020, new experience, let's get started! QQ2020 After continuous updates, now the QQ computer side has been a very mature chat software, the new version brings a new interface, integrated QQ absorbing chat window for mac interface elements, more efficient. QQ2020 also mixes skin, bubbles, QQ shows, so that Chat is
richer, the addition of mosaic tools, friends Q fit into images of important parts of mosaic. Light Communication is a new visual appeal, give you a new PCQQ. Show characters super dresses online, free to show young characters. Enjoy access to tencent video content, QQ point of view, enjoy good content. Know friends and friends to know each other, share
a hobby to get to know each other. QQ2020 Login Update QQ QQ PC Version 9.4.0 Optimization: 1, session images, video and other files, you can use a few bulk saving choices; QQ computer version 9.3.71, images new translation functions, free images, easy translation; 2, new full screen input mode, the image is easy to edit, preview easier. QQ PC
Version 9.3.51. New chat networks have a little yellow facial fun, fun chat 2. New message draft real time save function, other message lost 3. Group calls can show speaker nicknames, easy to verify QQ speaker computer version 9.3.3 optimization: 1, new draft message in real time saving function, no longer worry about losing draft messages; QQ PC
Version 9.3.2 Optimization: 1, the new unread chat window bubble message, is quickly located into unread messages; Easy to do online tutorials! - New group classroom function, mobile phone computers can participate in; - share the screen by region, mobile computer synchronous presentation is easier; - support the full mute, turn off the camera,
communicate more orderly; - Home school group new graffiti homework confirms red pen, clearer reviews. QQ computer version 9.2.3 new QQ, easy help to do online tutorial! - New group classroom performance, mobile computers can participate; - sharing the screen by region, simultaneously providing a mobile computer; - supports the whole quiet, turn off
the camera, communicates more regularly; - homework New Home School Graffiti Group Confirms Red Pen, Check Clearer QQ PC Version 9.2.3 Optimization: 1, Supports Expression Favorite Keyword Quick Search, Chat Chart From This Fast Person Step; New Assistant Group Message Group faster. QQ PC Version 9.2.21. The image view can be a click
HD screen capture, full communication information 2. Pictured length press the right button, can freely project the image area 3. Chat Group, can right-click on a message only to specify the response to computer QQ version 9.2.1 optimization: 1, meeting list one click drag group, easy to join group chat; QQ pc version 9. 2.0 - New upgrades for message
recording, clear categorization, rich filtering capabilities - optimize some experience issues and improve the stability of pc QQ version 9.1.9 - right-click text messages to support fast translations - New images knowledge map function, automatic extraction of Chinese word graph QQ computer version 9.1.8 - new image serial note number function, easy note
image editing - open voice message to text, free ear, efficient reading - support for video messages right key in silent playback - chat messages can be marked as unread and processed later in a crowded order - image viewer supports keeping the front window of computer QQ mode version 9.1.7 - Of the 16 concurrent videos, more fun chats - open syncing
messages, new messages are automatically displayed in the session panel - intercept multiple maps, hover on a convenient editing desktop - reply to messages within the group, automatically - this friend - optimize the image viewer experience, the blank point can QQ computer version pack 9.1.6 -- -- The message sending function supports the immediate
creation of group chat sending - turn on message sync mode, friend information does not go down QQ pc version 9.1.5 - new image function, automatically extract image text-images support scrolling images long images-chat networks support recommendations Personal - QQ QQ 20th Anniversary Avatar Classic Re-built Online QQ PC Version 9.1.3 - Chat
messages can be multi-selected after line sending and forwarding integration - chat networks can be multifaceted roaming, Sync between different devices - not annoying support for setting up friend messages - image viewer optimization upgrade, preview support for image chat QQ computer version 9.1.2 - supports display of avatars when friends - supports
file title/sender search file - multiple messages selected and combined and send message records can be collected - chat, you can list Members of the extended QQ group drag to the left computer version 9.1.1 - showing the last 30 messages when opening a chat session - supports multiple choices deleting chat messages and cloud message records - when
chatting, dragging a wide list From members to the left QQ computer version 9.1.0 - text message support is re-edited after withdrawal - reply to messages specified while chatting with friends - adds contact list grouping above - Group 20 or less, regular members can have more QQ PC administrative rights version 9.0.9 - available in settings allowing
resources to manage temporary meetings - showing their avatars in group avatars with fewer than 6 people - unread message list reminder style optimization style - advanced version stability, enhanced experience when chatting QQ computer version 9.0.8- QQ can be invited reminder program, important events are not well down Trend – Inviters can choose
whether to accept app invitations and have a better experience – support for the online status of new Apple models – reducing the memory footprint of QQ PC version 9.0.6 - the new version for users with lots of friends/groups, making you feel new -- group chat files, support after intermittent transmission network recovery -- chat input height setting box can
sync all device input boxes -- for friends/groups of users, Reduced memory consumption QQ pc version 9.0.5 - new revision, you get a new feel - group chat files, support after intermittent network transfer recovery - chat input box set height can sync all input boxes device - increase login speed, run smoother QQ pc version 9.0.3 - new revision, give you a
new feel - super online clothing character, featured youth character - photo group download speed speed, Can Quickly Get Pictures - Open Tencent Video Link in Chat Interface, Watch Better QQ Pc Version 9.0.1 - New Revision, Give You a New Look New Feel - Super Dress Character Online, Featured Youth Character - Tencent's New Video
Recommendations, Chasing Interactive Fun Drama - Home School Group Business Card Business New Identity Screen, Fill in Group Business Card QQ PC 9.0.0 - New version, give you a new look of new feel - personalized clothing super online, featured youth character - new QQ look at some content, create your own personal reading area - new tencent
video recommendations, get up to the fun multi-QQ computer version 8.9.6 - new perspective, simple interface to enjoy communication - message list supports free setup, simple chat experience - new GIF window heat map recommendations, From now on in more material - video call chat fun, dynamic pendant, fun QQ pc version 8.9.4 - new vision, simple
interface to enjoy communication - - Panel added game center input, no need to install instant game - video call chat fun, dynamic pendant, fun constantly - group assistant can open QQ pc version 8.9.31 in session panel. New perspective, simple interface to enjoy communication 2. Supports red QQ hair envelopes, play red envelopes to welcome New Year
3. Message list supports free setup, simple easy chat experience 4. New game center input panel, no need to install QQ instant game pc version 8.81, new visibility, simple interface to enjoy communication; 2, integrated chat window, new messages at a glance; 3, qq new game center input panel, no need to install instant game; 4, optimize sending and
receiving multi-terminal messages, smoother experience. QQ PC Version 8.7 supports the use of numerous DIY images dynamic expression, do not accept to combat image chat can set up Whitebird demonstrations, drawing help to communicate with the new group calendar, you can call festivals, group events and other wonderful events group chat
management, speaking in a regular manner, controlling the entire address book team, quickly viewing members of the QQ computer phone group version 8.6 Chat can set up a whiteboard presentation, in will color auxiliary communications new group calendar, you can visit festivals, group events and other wonderful event file sharing, proper sharing of local
file group chat call manager, regular speech, control of the entire book address team, quickly view the member group phone QQ2016QQ8.3 log update :: - File sharing, convenient sharing of local files - group chat call manager, regular speech, all field control - book address team, quickly view the group member phone QQ2016Q8.2 finally appeared, normally
or experience first. Specific update content, Tencent gave three: 1, the group supporting the specified message response, can directly view the response content; QQ2016QQ8.1 - QQ issues, important events effectively communicate - share file, convenient sharing of local files - call management group, regular speech, entire room control - address book
team, quickly view QQ2016 QQ8.1 QQ group members 0-QQ issues, major events on a Effective communication - file sharing, proper sharing of local files - call management group, regular speech, all-scene control - address book team, quickly view QQ2016 QQ7.9 phone group - new program group things, effective communication of important events - file
sharing, convenient sharing of local files - call management group, regular speech, total field control - book address team, quickly view phone group members QQ2016 QQ7.8 - New program group of things, important events effectively communicated - file sharing, convenient sharing of local files - call management group, regular speech, whole field control -
book address team, to Speed Of View Group Phone Member QQ2016 QQ7.7 - File Sharing, Convenient Sharing of Local Files - Call Management Group, Regular Speech, Entire Field Control - Team Address Book, Quickly View Phone Group Member - QQ group, solitaire set, group members can view QQ7.6 - QQ support for short video playback, mobile to
send short video, one-click computer playback; - QQ group suite, solitaire set, group members can view; - Optimize communication experience under high resolution screen; - QQ group collection, one-person collection, all members to view; - File assistant added shared files, convenient sharing of local files; - Colleague group added team contacts mode, on
can quickly view group member phones; - support smart camera, through QQ real-time viewing of home dynamics. Tencent qq6.0 Official Description Update: 1.QQ New Visibility, Lighter, Thinner and More Efficient; 2. New integrated chat window, easy to deal with multiplayer chat; Skin, bubbles, QQ show full fusion, more refreshing and stylish chat window;
4. Cool new log boxes, give you different visual effects; Export cell phone album function optimization, more intimate experience; A failed post can support a one-click re-issue, more concern; 7. Discussion groups, group message records to increase page card image, view images more easily. Tencent qq5.01, a newly created chat experience, session
window supports the display of colorful message bubbles; 2, new My Collection, can collect text pictures and other information and support multi-end synchronous storage and viewing; 3, the new cloud message service, can view message records across the terminal and version synchronously; 4, mouse hover tray area flashing friend avatar, can easily
preview the latest message sent by friends; Page 15 of Wei Chat is a lifestyle. More than 300 million people use the chat app and are now signed to Windows desktops. Instead of the web version of WeChat, you can use WeChat on Windows, the computer version of WeChat from fast and efficient messaging, easy and happy to talk to friends, so that
communication is easier. The Windows Version Wei Chat can be connected to the PC via data cable, mobile phone, syncing backup chat records. In a chat, you can take an image, or select a file on your computer and send it to a friend or yourself. ZOL offers WeChat computer version of the official download. Features of Quick Chat Introduction: Supports
the use of fast input computer keyboards, get new messages pop up instantly, such as in QQ in wei chat! Easy to use: You can use shortcuts to quickly start a conversation, send files, communicate in an arrow! Security without concern: Scan the QR code login via mobile phone, to ensure the security of the chat account! Privacy protection: Supports hiding
your contact list and using it in public without worrying about being seen! In addition to chatting, wechat web version features include: file transfer between mobile phone and PC, mobile video, images can be downloaded from the WeChat web version computer to the computer's local hard drive. Chat product features: The web version of Wei Chat supports
the use of fast input computer keyboards, receiving new messages pop up instantly, such as in QQ in Wei Chat! Convenient and easy to use: WeChat computer customers can use shortcuts to quickly start meetings, send files, communicate in Flash! Safe and no worries: WeChat will scan the web version via mobile qr code login, to ensure the security of
his chat account! Privacy Protection: WeChat web supports hiding contact lists, in public use no longer have to worry about being seen! WeChat PC version updates wechat computer version 2.7.01. You can open chats on small app information 2. Fix some known problems. WeChat PC Version 2.6 for Windows 2.5.5 for Windows Login Update: A new
search for article information. WeChat PC Version 2.5 for Windows Update Logs: - Pictures or files in chat can be saved in bulk; - Enter text in the chat box to recommend multiple emoticons; - Video messages can be played on WeChat; - Group chat details are more informative; - Optimize group chat and contact search. WeChat PC Version 2.0.0.311. The
main interface of the new visual design, the overall style has become more light, feeling refreshing. 2. The main interface adds interests, you can view the content directly on your phone, you can also create notes. 3. When sending a message, you will automatically recommend the downloaded bookmark based on input, and a new enterprise message has
been added. The top 16 qq chat version of the interface is clean and simple, focusing on communication and chat, suitable for users who are like simple and practical! qq chat version without plugin, no ads, zero harassment, zero bundle, everything just focused chat! zol offers QQ download chat version. Page 17 cctalk is a computerized version of the live
chat tool developed by Shanghai Jiang.com, CCtalk and other chat tools the biggest difference is that it focuses on foreign language learning, CCTalk provides the most popular interactive public class teacher live, zol offers CCtalk Chinese download version. Top 18 Ansmixin Secure Communications Chat Software, Anse Mixin opens a new era of secure
communications, there are now iOS, Android, Mac, Linux multi-end synchronization, terminal to terminal, original secure communication methods, compatible, secure and efficient office focus! The basic introduction to information security scenarios, team privatization deployment, multiple scenarios, hardware shields supporting end-to-end encryption of any
third party, including Anse resources, cannot be decrypted. Powerful information processing supports blackboard group reporting, message response, special attention and other functions. Full information support for top secret sessions, reading and burns, remote destruction, message receipts and other features of the full iOS/Android support
platform/operating system Top 19 top 20 Weibo desktop client Sina Weibo developed by Sina for Windows operating system, weibo small power desktop to make Weibo better! ZOL offers an official download from Weibo Desktop. Sina Weibo desktop, use C, not only has a beautiful interface, but also smooth speed, very low resource consumption. It's
convenient to send microbillas on your Weibo desktop, and it's convenient to sneak around and quickly browse and send microbillas when you're busy. The top 21 foxmail client software is a great email from Tencent. Foxmail provides more efficient, professional email messages, and email handling. Foxmail makes its business connections more
professional, and Zol offers an official download from foxmail. Two years after foxmail's official version 6.5, Foxmail's client website was updated again - Foxmail 7 shock release! Fox Mail is an official download of excellent domestic customer email software developed by Zhang Xiaolong (now head of the QQ email team) from China Central University of
Technology, with powerful email management functions, providing internet-based email sending and receiving functions. The latest Foxmail 7 fully supports data syncing and quick exploration of all text for exchange accounts, with powerful features such as calendars, attachment previews, and more. Foxmail 7.2.20 New: Email on behalf of sender information
added: Tencent Enterprise Support Account WeChat broom login added: Tencent Enterprise login failed, while support for password, broom code and mobile number re-verified optimization: optimize part of sending and receiving experience, repair bugFoxmail section 7.2.19 global features optimization : New: Calendar can invite hearing and view electronic
optimization conference: electronic writing to add cancellation, write electronic optimization recovery button: sent messages can view secret sender optimization: before shutting down to remind you of the presence of unsealed messages to optimize tencent enterprise mailbox account: New: Live Sync Contact Account with New Group : Live Sync New Email
Notes: Show Sender Business Card Optimization for All Recipients: Foxmail 7.2.18 New Bulk Error Recipient: Add Gmail Account Add: ManualLy Configure ActiveSync Sync Contacts and New Calendar: Tencent Sync Email Notification Folder: Tencent Sync Enterprise Email Contacts New Sort: Tencent Enterprise Auto Mail Sync Lenovo Settings Foxmail
7.2.17 New : Filter email size support, new to receiving time and other conditions: View Tencent Enterprise Mailbox Shared Calendar Added: Tencent Enterprise Mailbox can withdraw message stored in customer optimization: Optimize part of sending and receiving experience, repair bugFoxmail section 7.2.16 Added: Tencent Enterprise Mail account
supports reading letters and writing letters in real time translation of original text added : Tencent Enterprise Electronic Account to support the display of information the recipient section added: Tencent Enterprise Support Electronic Account Automatic Response Optimization Suite: Optimized Part of the sending and receiving experience fixing bugFoxmail part
7.2.13 optimization: message content supports the view commonly used emoji optimization: when writing messages support dough excel table contents to optimize images: session time daylight support saving time: Repair bugFoxmail section 7.2.12 New: account exchange compatible with server exchange server New 7.2.9: New HD Display Support:



Supports simple text message format optimization: Fix some new bugFoxmail 7.2.8: Search Calendar Optimization Feature: Partial Sending and Receiving Optimization Experience: XFo xmail Bug Fixes 7.2.7 2015-06-03 Optimization: Foxmail Stability and Optimization Compatibility: Partial Sending and Receiving Optimization Experience: Fix BugFoxmail
Episode 7.2.6 New: Gmail Calendar New Import Feature: CalDav Support Protocol Optimization: Reading and Writing Email Compatibility and Stability Optimization: Fix Some BugFoxmail 7.1 New 2013-07-01 Login Update: New Interface Design Added: Million Level of New Electronic Performance Support: New Electronic Mode Session: New Electronic
Delivery Time Features: New Email Archive Features: New Email Archive Features : File transfer function, for all accounts to provide great new attachment features: new electronic real-time reminder (supports QQ mailbox, Tencent Enterprise mailbox and Gmail) New: account agent configuration new adaptive mechanism: RSS recommends new subscription
module: search box find new personal electronic features: new range switch feature after search for added messages: new new image control : New Message Tone Added: Ultra Attached Screen Thumbnail Added: MAPI Caller Send Electronic Optimization: Design Mail Optimization Module: Insert Emoji Optimization Feature: Brush Format Optimization
Experience: New Account Auto Detection Optimization Configuration: Reconnect Foxmail Adaptive Mechanism 7.0.1.92 (New) 1. Added the Send Great Attachments feature 2. Added file transfer function 3. Login to the main spam tag interface 4. Optimize attachment screen and operation, supports Dell/Quick Return Bar to remove Attachment 5. Fixes the
problem that when the user contains an invalid email address, the user cancels sending the message and moves it to inbox 6. Fixes the problem that the Exchange Mail protocol sends sometimes loses Appendix 7. Fixes the problem that the Exchange protocol sends sometimes reduces the body 8. Fix the problem that exchange account address book has
not been updated in real time 9. Fixes a problem that the Foxmail window can't max 10 in some environments. The fixed part of the situation led to the abnormal departure of Foxmail 11. Fixed attachment management does not fill the problem list size window 12. Fixed different language environment, the interface shows confusion between Chinese foxmail
and English 7.0.1.91 login update: 1. Added QQ mailbox sync calendar 2. Added message o-2022-cn 7.0.1.90。 Update Version: 1. Added QQ Mailbox Domain Functionality Email Recall Function, 2. Added the Enable Full Sync function, can download the latest data in full, 3. Added the ability to report spam to the QQ mailbox, 4. Optimize the ability to clear
historical saving paths when bulk saving attachments, 5. QQ Enterprise Optimization addresses this Logic Sync, will be fully synced every month, 6. Optimize the logic of smtp sending, solving the server's excessive message size when sending failed bugs, 7. Fix charging all invalid account bugs, 8. Fix some items such as when the letter is being sent,
automatically collecting bugs that will fail 9. Bug fixes that will be repeated in some cases, 10. Fix bugs that don't recognize email attachments in some cases, 11. Fix bugs that exchange accounts can't fully charge messages, and 12. Fix bugs that some exchange filters can't do; Fix bugs that can't be properly opened by eml messages with the min word in the
file name or path name, bugs that can't migrate network mapping drives during data transfer, and bugs that are also on the background color when responding to messages with background color when replying to a send. Foxmail 7.0.1.88 New version supports simple, traditional, English languages, new upgrade image tools, new brush tools and weight
adjustment features, new IMAP get body message only to read body after selected download attachments, drag folder into electronic writing window, automatically pack into zip attachments and other features, come and download upgrades! 1. Add simple, traditional and English language support, can replace languages through menu 2. Adding IMAP
receives only body message function, you can download the body after downloading and deleting Attachment 3. Add pop3 account to collect some messages, top of the mailing list to charge more features (click on the above XXX Seal is not charged 4. Add drag folder to write electronic window automatically packed into zip attachment function 5. Optimize
image performance letter, brush tool added and weight adjustment function 6. Optimize other POP3 Logic serial set when receiving email 7. IMAP uploads the electronic function, increasing internal time upload 8. Optimize the stability of receiving messages when using SSL connections under Win7 9. Optimize compatibility of STAT 10 commands. Fixed 11
shapes that could not combine edit recipients. Fixed bug 12 that solves dead IP loops. Fixed IMAP charging mailheads may be dead due to abnormal network guidance loop 13. Fix bug14 that cannot automatically expand the corresponding box when filtering message filters to other xboxes.Fix the failure of sending messages under win7 15 exchange
account. Fix 16 bugs that exchange filters may fail when a large number of messages arrive. Remote Management Fixes may have mistakenly deleted 17 bugs. ActiveSync 18 bug fixes that may crash. Fix RssList sorting in reverse ordered bug19. Fix Foxmail will download that again after deleting RSS 7.0.1.871. Added the ability of the IMAP server to keep
electronic backups locally after deleting the message (more information)2. Added IMAP compression collection function (account support like Gmail) 3. Added text source editing function when writing and editing signature 4. Added header information of the collapsable function when previewing the preview message (More info) 7. Add the main interface of
the folder book address shortcut, contact group, e-view function group member 8. Added the Empty Track Save History function when attachments store bulk 9. Optimize remote mailbox management performance, solve remote management account error switch, always charge old email problem 10. Optimize cpu performance occupancy when IMAP
accounts receive electronic 11. Fixes the problem of filter failure when sending 12. Fix pop account does not show new email alerts and playback music number 13. Keep pop fixes, exchange account settings back up from effect number 14. Fixing the format brush is sometimes not fully effective number 15 fix gmail account draft box sync 2 message number
16. Fixes the problem of abusing certain attachments for encrypted messages 17 fixes foxmail's old upgrade to 86, some 18 invisible number calendars. Fix the problem from the bottom to bottom of the list covering the input method when creating a new 19 account. Fix incomplete file name problem when exporting eml 20. Fixes the problem that no new
sessions have been created in the calendar after receiving a Foxmail meeting request. 7.0.1.861. Added Active Sync, QQMail Support, Gmail Contacts, Google Calendar Sync 2. Added message encryption (more information)3. Added Tencent Dedicated Email Compression Speed 4. Added Microsoft Foxmail Office Plugin 5. Add brush function electronic
writing format edit toolbar 6. Added function whether the account can be activated to 7. Added the Mailing List function to launch to display 8 related messages. Optimize the progress box of electronic sending and receiving 9. Optimize mailbox QQ collection and delivery speed (priority of using high speed electronic server) 10. Optimize the expansion and
downsizing effect of the main interface shortcut address book 11. Optimize rtx receiver plug-in function in 12th place. Fixed the problem of not recognizing eml attachments when reading message 13. Fixed the path error from the Bulk Processing Attachment dialog box 14. Fixed the problem of sending the display code garbled to 15 respectively. Fixed
regional language correction setting, garblad dialog box problem that displays the selected text16. Fixed a problem where shared contacts were not deleted when office deleted the shortcut address of call 17. This proved the problem that exchange account filter transfer was invalid 18. Fixed the pop-up dialog box problem when the Exchange Address Sync
password was incorrect. The 22-page 23 NetEase Mailbox Master is a mailbox client program, Master Mailbox supports all mailbox use, can synchronize real-time from multiple platforms, supports more than 500,000 types of mailbox logins, innovative electronic collection technology, the industry's fastest electronic delivery, bye network delay, traffic savings.
Supports all mailboxes - NetEase mailbox support, QQ mailbox, 139 mailbox, Hotmail, Sina mailbox and other personal mailbox types. Supports NetEase Enterprise, Tencent Enterprise, 263 Enterprise Emails and other types of enterprise mailboxes, and internal and external mailboxes universities.edu mailboxes. Most efficient: Electronic Management,
Master helps you – push new email live, fastest new email reminder. Zol provides NetEase Mailbox Master Pc Download Version.     Top 24 top 25 QQ mailbox computer versions, providing real-time new email alerts, smooth electronic delivery experience. The computer version of QQ Mailbox allows you to manage your QQ mailbox efficiently on a mobile
phone as well. Install reminder: 1, the software needs to use the Android emulator to run on the computer. 2, specific steps: Step one: Download android apk file and android emulator on this page. Step 2: Install the Android Emulator on your PC. Step 3: Once the Android emulator has been successfully installed, double-click on the APK file and the emulator
will automatically install the app into the Android emulator. Step 4: Once the installation is complete, the software icon will appear in my application and I will be able to run it by clicking the icon directly.     Top 26 Microsoft Office Outlook 2016 Chinese component of the Microsoft Office software suite, and Outlook 2016 expand the Outlook Express
functionality, which come with Windows. Outlook has many features that you can use to send and receive emails, manage contact information, keep diary, plan and assign tasks. Before using OUTLOOK, please go to your network mailbox to open the corresponding POP3 before receiving the letter. After denning the mailbox, there is a mailbox setting that
has POP3 options, choosing to turn it on or on. Express functionality has been expanded. Outlook has many features that you can use to send and receive emails, manage contact information, keep diary, plan and assign tasks. Before using OUTLOOK, please go to your network mailbox to open the corresponding POP3 before receiving the letter. After
denning the mailbox, there is a mailbox setting that has POP3 options, choosing to turn it on or on.
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